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“Our mission is to create opportunities and encourage, educate, and mentor women’s responsible participation in the
recreational sport of fly fishing. We support the policies/goals of the Federation of Fly Fishers, are open to women, men,
and children from beginner to experienced through programs sponsored by women from the Texas Women Fly Fishers.”
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FIRST VICE PRESIDENT’S REPORT, submitted by Sharon Leissner:
Thank you to all who helped make our first silent auction for 2013 a success!! Many of
you donated generously and helped with the setup at Glen Rose..and a special thanks
to all the bidders who purchased! We raised over $2000 and are well on our way to
achieving our fundraising goals for 2013. The next silent auction will be in November at
the Blanco Settlement outing. If you would like to make donations please let me know
at fundraising@twff.net.
SECOND VICE PRESIDENT’S REPORT, submitted by Nancy Lappin:
All at TWFF please welcome in our total of 12 new members…(10 new members and 2
returning):
Kimberly & Mark Jackson (Burkburnett, TX); Lydia & Tim Rayner (Chico, TX); Karen
Sullivan (Keller, TX); and former members, Mary and Jack Janco returning!
From the Joshua Creek Casting for Recovery Retreat held this month, we have five new
members: Julie Bayless (Burleson, TX); Deb Martin (Austin, TX); Elizabeth Petropoulos
(Austin, TX); Mellie Dalton (Rockwall, TX); and Kathy Espinosa (Austin, TX).
For all the quilters and sewers in TWFF know that Kimberly owns and operates the
Stitching Depot in Burkburnett, TX.
That brings our total membership to 106 (78 primary members + 28 family members)!!!
Tell your fellow fisher persons about us and remember Single membership is only $20
and Family memberships are $25. We welcome any extra donation gift with your renewal
so we can continue to keep our dues at the same 2011 rates. Please have them join with
the form on line which lists my mailing address.
TREASURER’S REPORT, submitted by Mary Kain:
The Glen Rose Silent Auction was the most successful we’ve seen...over $2,000 raised
for TWFF and $220 for CFR. With the Silent Auction proceeds and another $400 from
TWFF merchandise sales the club is well on the way toward meeting the 2013 Budget.
Thanks to everyone for the ongoing support you show your club!
WEBSITE REPORT, submitted by Sheila Setter:
Month
Jan 2013
Feb 2013
Mar 2013
Apr 2013

Unique
visitors
1656
1629
1959
1587

Number of
visits
3444
3466
3997
3359

Pages

Hits

44794
34101
69858
42694

59575
45163
83785
53170

Bandwidth
3.17
2.03
5.66
2.41

GB
GB
GB
GB
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From the President
By Pat Carlson

Well the weather is finally warming
up and so is the fishing. I have
been out a couple of times and
each time the fish are getting more
active. I am so looking forward to
Kingsland and fishing the Llano.
By June the fishing should be
great. It will be a great opportunity
to bring the kayaks and fish a
variety of waters. Lindy, Frances,
and Roz have put together a great
outing that promises to be a blast.
Be sure to get your RSVP in to the
coordinators as soon as possible
so they can plan the events and
meals.
We all owe a special thanks to
Sharon Leissner for not only an
outstanding good time on the
Paluxy River, but also one of the
most successful silent auctions
TWFF has ever seen. Thanks to
her and each of you, the bank
ledger is smiling big. I also want to
thank Sean Polk for the excellent
education and instruction he
provided. Also, Tony Guzman, the
originator of the briminator pattern
for sharing his tying secrets.
Diane Blair’s casting instruction
was superb as always. Thank you
all for your contributions.
As much enjoyment as my
husband and I get from our
involvement in fly fishing, the
real rewards come from seeing
others being exposed to these
joys or in some way contributing

to the benefit of the fisheries. I
encourage each of you to look for
ways that you can volunteer in
your local area to give back to the
sport.
Don and I recently had the honor
and privilege of participating as
river helpers for a Casting for
Recovery Retreat held at Joshua
Creek Resort. In the course of the
retreat, the ladies were exposed
to fly tying, casting, and basic
fishing. On Sunday morning, we
each were teamed up with one
of these ladies to actually fish the
local creek. I was paired with a
remarkable lady named Mellie.
We each picked a spot and after
helping with the rigging, started
trying to entice a catch. After
working on casting and changing
flies a few times, we would hear
someone down the creek whoop
and holler - a few minutes later
the same commotion upstream.
Then my partner hooked up and
landed her first fish on a fly. I think
she was more hooked than the
fish was. The smile on her face
was a tremendous reward for me.
The enjoyment that these ladies
experienced was evidenced that
afternoon when Mellie, Julie,
Kathy, Deb, and Elizabeth turned
in the membership forms to join
us in TWFF. I am looking forward
to seeing these ladies again at an
outing in the near future.

Upcoming Outings
JUNE 7-9
N. Llano River,
The Slab at Kingsland, TX
JULY 26-28
Fly Tying and Casting,
Salado, TX
OCTOBER 11-13
Saltwater,
Port Aransas, TX
NOVEMBER 1-3
Blanco River,
Blanco, TX
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Don and I also have been fortunate to be able to
help with the Project Healing Waters work with
wounded warriors at Ft. Hood. This is a fly tying and
fishing program for soldiers recovering from wounds
associated with their service to our country. We work
with them a couple of times each month tying flies.
There are usually 10-15 soldiers at each get-together.
Some are first timers and others have a history in
the “good old days” growing up. The troops then are
able to use their new flies when they are taken to a
local fishery to try them out. We have been fortunate
to work as helpers on a trip to the Guadalupe River
for trout fishing. Don’s partner was able to catch
his first trout on a fly – a 15 inch rainbow. He is also
hooked on his new found past time.
Another source of great reward is being able to help
with the Trout Unlimited chapter in their stocking of
the Guadalupe River. Three times they brought in
trucks from the hatchery loaded with about 4000

pounds of trout ranging in size from 16 – 24 inches.
In most cases these trout had to be carried in large
tubs from the truck down to the water to be released.
Some of the fish were very stressed and disoriented
from the trip. I was able to work to revive them
so they could kick and swim away. Seeing these
magnificent creatures swim free is all the reward
you could ask for. Then to think that they would be
in the water waiting for us on our next fishing trip to
the river. Please watch this video put together by a
young lady friend of ours. http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=261r2ZBfxeI

I am sharing these experiences with you just
to provide an example of the great rewards
available just for volunteering with organizations
that are dedicated to giving back to the
community. There are always conservations
efforts being worked through local clubs or
national organizations such as The International
Federation of Fly Fishers or Trout Unlimited
to name a couple. Most clubs sponsor work

with the military, with seniors, with schools, or
scouting organizations. Believe me, you do not
need to have years of experience to offer your
time. The success of these programs depends
on the involvement of people like each of us. I
encourage you to see what you can do to share
the joys of this great sport.

This is an example of a fish that I worked with.
Anybody ready to go fish the Guadalupe?

I can’t wait to see you all on the river!
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Glen Rose, Texas
April 5 – 7, 2013

Sharon Leissner Host
The Paluxy outing at Glen Rose took place
April 5-7, 2013 and was lots of fun, thanks
to everyone who attended the outing! Don
Carlson caught a huge carp on a 4 wt rod
that took him 30 minutes to land, and most
everyone else was successful catching bass
or sunfish. We had a wonderful auction and
a very big thanks to all who donated and bid
on items to help make the auction successful!
An extra special appreciation goes out to all
who helped set up and conduct the auction!
We raised lots of money for TWFF, CFR and
our conservation project. Heather Gherke
spoke about CFR and the positive impact
she’s seen it have on people’s lives’. Sean Polk
from Tailwaters in Dallas spoke Friday night
about where to fish the Paluxy and what
flies to use then led a beginning fly fishing class on
Saturday morning along with Diane Blair who led
an intermediate fly fishing class. Tony Guzman, the
originator of the briminator pattern that’s been so
successful, spent Saturday sharing his tying patterns
and technique. Some nice bass were caught in
the State Park and several of the river crossings.
Siren’s Hole produced some nice sunfish. Thanks
again to all who attended: Sammie Aden, Sheila
Anderson, Kate Allen, Vicki Andrews, Jan Bates, Lisa
Bellar, Diane & Richard Blair, Annette Blythe, Jolene

Buford, Betty Burleson, Pat & Don Carlson, Beverly
& Roger Casey, Joyce Davis, Frances Estes, Merilyn
Evans, Debra Galloway, Karen Gebhardt, Heather
& Ryan Gehrke, Kathy Goodlett, Karla Grimwood,
Tony Guzman, Em Hardy, Carrie Helmcamp, Mary
K. & Jack Janco, Stormi Johnson, Mary Kain, Nancy
Lappin, Sharon & Lane Leissner, Linda Love, Karen
Mitchell, Cindy Organ, Rozlynn Orr, Debbie Price,
Lydia Rayner, Sheila & Greg Setter, Amy Setter, Julie
Sieh, Kerri Stephenson, Linda Malsbary, Cindi & Will
Sudds, and Deb Williams. See you at the next outing
in Kingsland!
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North Llano River and The Kingsland Slab
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Kingsland, TX
June 7-9, 2013

Coordinators: Lindy Wilks, Frances Estes, Rozlynn Orr
RSVP – kingslandcoordinator@twff.net
For all the dozens of time we’ve fished the South
Llano River in Junction, we have never ventured
over to fish the northern section of the Llano and
the infamous “Kingsland Slab”. While some of
us have fished this precious area, this will be a
new location for most of us. TWFF attempted an
outing here in August 2011 but unfortunately, the
Llano dried to little more than a trickle that year.

Check-in time 2pm; check-out time 11am

This area is gorgeous and visually, nothing like
the waters in Junction. You’ll be wading and
walking among rolling pink granite outcroppings
to fish in pools filled with sunfish, bass, and
Guadalupe bass. We can also fish at Long’s Fish
Camp where the river is wider and looks more
like the terrain in Junction.

We have already reserved the Poolside House
and will have our Mullet Mixer here on Friday
evening. If you’ve not been to our Friday dinner,
please bring a dish to share and your beverage of
choice. (If you have dietary concerns, just bring
food for yourself). The Poolside House holds a
maximum of 10 and we’re looking for roommates.
RSVP the coordinators if you’d like to lodge here.

Headquarters

Longhorn Resort on Lake LBJ – about 6 miles
from Long’s Fish Camp
151 Longhorn Lane (use this in your GPS instead
of the Melodie Lane address)
Kingsland, TX 78639
325.388.4343
www.longhornresort.com

This is a great resort on the banks of Lake LBJ
that has cabins, RV facilities, a pool, a fishing
marina with lights (night fishing), and more. We
can fish and hang out by the pool or lake in the
heat of the day and enjoy some night fishing. We
have lots of different waters to fish in this vicinity.

There are only four (4) two bedroom cabins
remaining at this time. These will be held for
TWFF until the end of April. Call Longhorn
Resort asap and identify yourself as with TWFF
to rent one of these cabins.
Bring a folding lawn chair and a canopy (if you
have one). There are outside
tables and a gazebo that we can
use for our dinner.
There are RV sites available
at the resort that are well-lit,
with 4-way hookups, and picnic
tables. RV’s must be selfcontained as they do not have
showers or restrooms available.
Unfortunately, there are no tent
camping sites at this resort. But
then, June is pretty hot to be in
a tent!
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There is an $8./day guest fee if you are just using
the Longhorn Resort facility. This will be waived
for the Friday Mullet Mixer if you are lodging
elsewhere.
Mullet Mixer is Friday evening at 7pm
at the Poolside House at the Longhorn
Resort. Bring a chair.

Long’s Fish Camp -

822 County Road 321
Kingsland, TX 78639
325.388.6131
(This is your best bet for parking your car for the
day - small fee. There is limited parking along
the roads.)
There is PRIMITIVE CAMPING at Long’s. This
is a great area to fish as the river widens out and
there is deeper water here.
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the wide riverbed into a multitude of pools,
chutes, runs, riffles and eddies. The riverbed
can be at spots several hundred yards wide and
boulders, islands and grass banks seem to be
everywhere providing targets to deliver your fly
to. Certainly you would not want to pass up the
occasional overhanging tree that provides a little
shade to the really educated residents. Nor do you
ignore the shallow riffles that seem so innocent
but at the drop of a Clouser minnow the rush of
the relentless Guadalupe bass prove otherwise.
What else awaits the groceries besides our Texas
state fish? The supporting cast includes a variety
of eager sunfish (red breasted is most common),
largemouth bass, catfish, freshwater drum, carp
and spotted gar. I’m sure that there must also be
some Rio Grande cichlids but the faster moving
water that predominates in this lower part of the
river is not their preferred habitat. Slower moving
pools closer to the headwaters are more their cup

Kayakers – You can kayak from Long’s
and also at Longhorn Resort. The resort
is on the banks of Lake LBJ.

Saturday dinner – Spykes BBQ will

be catered in. Please bring your own food
if you don’t like BBQ. I will need a head
count by May 30th for those wanting a
BBQ plate.

Speakers – tbd – look for more info in
the next updated trip report.

Here is a beautiful description of the
waters we’ll be fishing and the gear we’ll
need by TWFF member Greg Setter.
Among the superlative fly fishing rivers of the
Texas hill country the Llano stands out as a
destination river, but often the focus is on the
upper parts of the river and the two forks that
come together near the city of Junction. However
the lower part of the river between the town of
Llano and where it joins with the Colorado River
at Lake LBJ by Kingsland is popular with many
central Texas fly fishers. The river flows through
beautiful outcroppings of pink granite that divide

6

of tea.

Access to the Llano, like the majority

of Texas rivers, is problematic because most
frontage is private and access at some crossings
is limited. Between the popular crossing at
FM3404 and Long’s Fishing Camp at the end of
county road 321 (a private for fee access point)
the Llano affords 2 miles of prime wade fishing
that is manageable as a day trip. Below the 3404
crossing lies the Kingsland slab an island that
is crowded on warm weekends with a variety of
water loving recreational users. Probably more
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than would allow for an idyllic day of fly
fishing. During the week it may be calmer and
good fishing but I have not sampled it yet. Above
Long’s Camp I have waded up stream about a half
mile and found wonderful fishing. I believe the
same is the case all the way to the dam in Llano
wherever access can be attained. On the bend of
the river about halfway between Llano and Lake
LBJ there may be some spots to access the river
from Hwy 29 and a railroad right of way that is
between the Highway and the river but again I
have not explored it. From the dam in Llano I’ve
fished about a mile downstream and found great
fishing that is easily accessed from the city park
by the Hwys 16/71bridge. Trout are stocked there
in the cold weather months. To focus again on
the couple of miles where we are planning the
outing I recommend it highly for wading but not
so much for kayak fishing as the amount of rock
and the speed of the water could make it a bit
hectic for casting and often the wind is strong.
I believe a kayak fisherman would spend an
enormous amount of time and energy just staying
out of trouble let alone trying to set up for a cast.
An account that I read of a canoe tour of the
Llano from the head waters to Lake LBJ referred
to the last miles of the trip as a time consuming
boulder garden. It’s been pointed out that some
of the people interested in the outing would find
the wade fishing challenging and I have to agree
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that a full day of it certainly can be
such. Those people certainly may
prefer to forego the wading and
test the Lake LBJ waters from a
kayak or canoe. All of the lodging
establishments in Kingsland had
numerous photos on their bulletin
boards of large bass and stringers
of panfish harvested from the lake.
Also it would be a nice mixed bag
to try wade fishing in the relative
cool of the morning, return to
town for lunch and then give the
lake a whirl for a more relaxing
afternoon of fishing close to the
cabins. I’m a rare lake fisherman
so I can’t testify about the fishing
there but it is a constant level lake
with a lot of coves in town created
for subdivisions with boathouse
access. Sounds like largemouth bass territory to
me with some shelter from the wind.
If it is not obvious from my description thus far
let me now state that this is my favorite spot to
wade fish in central Texas. The fishing gets good
in the spring as the water warms up and gets
even better as the heat of summer arrives and
continues well into the fall. One hundred fish
days are attainable but the heat can make a day
long wade challenging if not prepared. Shade is in
short supply on the lower Llano so it is imperative
to bring your own and prepare for the inevitable
heat of August. Following is a list of gear to help
beat the heat:
1) long sleeve nylon vented fishing shirt
2) nylon fishing pants (fishing shorts not
recommended)
3) wide brim hat and buff or billed cap with sun
shielding cape attached
All of the above in neutral colors as you will be
sight casting in many cases to fish in less than a
foot of very clear water. These fish can not only
see you they have seen what knot you used to tie
on the fly.
4) sun gloves
5) water resistant sun screen
6) backpack or vest that will hold 4 bottles of
water / Gatorade type beverage or amount that
you personally require for a day in the heat
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as well as your fly boxes. Mine also includes a
small first aid kit, a mini flashlight, a plastic rain
poncho, sunscreen and a camera. I’m waiting for
Simms, Orvis, Fishpond or another enlightened
vendor to come up with a pack with a solar
powered frozen margarita machine but all appear
to be ignoring the possibilities.
My strategy for tolerating the heat also calls for
stopping when hot, shedding the backpack and
rod to submerge as much of me as necessary to
cool off. This has been effective and I recommend
reapplying sunscreen after the dip.
You will be walking and wading on rounded
pink granite outcroppings above and below
the water line or on coarse granite sand. Some
silty sediments are encountered, but not a lot
and where you do, use caution on these and the
granite sand because they can disguise slippery
underwater granite slopes that will catch you
unaware.

Suggested wading equipment follows:

1) felt bottom wading boots – preferably with
studs or
2) rubber bottom wading boots WITH STUDS
(The first time I fished here with the new grippy
rubber bottom boots I was quickly educated
to the superior gripping properties of felt. The
next time the rubber bottoms were sufficiently
studded. If you have a choice, go with the felt
with studs but definitely do not go with rubber
bottoms without them.)
3) gravel guards or wading booties that fold down
over the boots
4) thick wading socks to fold down over the top of
the gravel guards or booties to keep sand out of
the inside.
These previous two items can go a long way
toward making your day on the water more
pleasurable and to cut down on breaks to empty
sand from boots and
booties. Should you be curious and want to test
your own tolerance level of sharp granite sand go
to your local nursery or aggregate supplier and
acquire a cup
or so of decomposed granite and put some in one
of your shoes for a few hours. Your feet will be
your consultants.
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5) wading staff
I listed the wading staff last not because it is least
important among the gear recommended for safe
and comfortable wading but because the staff will
make up for you thinking that the other items
listed were really not necessary. The granite can
be very slippery and especially where it has a bit
of dirt or vegetation on it. This is water where you
want to be a tripod. It is certainly easier to take a
moment to sit down and dump sand out of your
boots than it is to undo the effects of a fall. NUFF
SAID.

Gear suggestions: Rods: 1 to 5 weight rods, 6

to 9 feet long. There is nothing on the Llano that
makes a short rod standard operating equipment,
some of us just like using them. The longer rods
will give you the ability to avoid obstructions
in your back cast and improve casting distance.
The guads and sunfish are a lot of fun on the 1
to 3 weight rods. If you want to entice the large
fish like the gar, carp, drum and largemouth the
5 weight is in order. However probably at least
95% of what you catch will be guads and sunfish
unless you target only the bigger fish with larger
flies in the scattered deeper and slower water.
Floating lines of weights appropriate to the
weight of the rod are great. If you do target the
larger species you may want a sink tip line to get
streamers down deep. Use 7 to 8 foot leaders in
3x or 4x for the small fish and 1x or 2x for the
brutes.
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Flies: Streamers seem to be the best bet for
maximum action. Clouser minnows and Lefty’s
deceiver are wonderful choices. Predatory fish eat
bait fish all day, every day so these patterns are
hard to argue against. It just doesn’t seem like a
fish that has made a living dining on baitfish just
wakes up one Wednesday let’s say and decides
he’s getting a little thick in the middle and by
golly he’s just going to swear off those baitfish
for a few days. Wooly Buggers are also a go to
fly on all waters and equally here. You’ve heard
it before and here it is again, try black or olive
buggers and if the water is stained from a recent
rain, try a white or crystal flash bugger. They
just seem to work so if you have a favorite home
grown bugger in your arsenal give it a try and if
it is outrageously successful by all means tell the
rest of us that you caught all your fish on some
other no-fish-catchin-blankety-blank. Another
good family of flies are soft hackle nymphs. All
colors and designs seem to be irresistible. Even
the largemouth seem to go for them. I generally
use the soft hackles in sizes 10 or 12 but there
is no reason that you shouldn’t try larger ones
if you have them. Moving on to flies for surface
presentation I
whole heartedly
endorse the Llano
bug as a go to
hopper imitation.
Those rubber legs
wiggling ever so
slightly on the
surface drive the
bass and sunfish
wild. I’ve even
had a few catfish
come and nail a
Llano bug If you
have other hopper
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patterns or other favorite foam bugs try all of
them. June is the beginning of our true summer
temps and any terrestrials in Llano County should
be ready by then to jump in the water to cool off.
Poppers for the bass should be very effective but
honestly I have not yet tried them out there yet
because the foam bugs are so effective and in a
given time at the tying table I can produce more
foam bugs than poppers. I have never stayed on
the Llano River past 5 or 6 pm but I am confident
that evening fishing with a box of foam bug or
poppers might be unforgettable.

Fly size: Kevin Hutchison , the hill country
fishing guide says that any size will do as long as
it is size 6. This is good advice from one of the
great guides from our area and the originator of
the Llano bug. I fish mostly with 1 to 3 weight
rods so I find it easier to throw size 8 to 12 flies
in the wind. Did I mention that occasionally it is
windy on the Llano. I’ve found thankfully that
the windy days are confined only to the months
that end in the letters Y, H, L, E, T or R. So, as
for fly size examine your priorities. If a trophy
is your desire then try the porterhouse size flies
connected to a rod
with some backbone
and if you desire all

Description of Water and Gear by Greg Setter

day action go with
finger food and the
light weight rods.
We are looking
forward to seeing
you at the outing
and hope that you
find this information
helpful in making
your trip a safe and
memorable visit.
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Longhorn Resort is located Kingsland in central Texas, 60 minutes northwest of Austin and 90
minutes north of San Antonio. The resort if a 4 to 4 ½ hour drive south from Dallas or Ft. Worth, and
a 4½ hour drive west of Houston.
Kingsland is located on the Llano and Colorado Rivers and Lake LBJ. Kingsland is 5 miles south
of Highway 29 on Highway 1431. Highway 1431 goes through downtown Kingsland and downtown
Marble Falls, 12 miles to the east of Kingsland.

FOR TWFF RESERVATIONS, JUNE 7-9,CALL: (325) 388-4343
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DRIVING DIRECTIONS FROM AUSTIN (I-35)
TO LONGHORN RESORT
(Directions with miles taken from www.mapquest.com)
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From I-35 S, take the exit (# 230B) towards US-290 W/Ben White Blvd/TX-71/Johnson City........ ..0.08 miles
Merge onto S I-35..............................................................................................................................0.47 miles
Turn slight right onto E. Ben White Blvd............................................................................................0.29 miles
Take US-290 W.................................................................................................................................7.30 miles
Turn slight right onto TX-71 W.........................................................................................................33.68 miles
(See alternate directions on Hwy 71 West from San Antonio below)
If prefer to go through Marble Falls, take the US-281 N Ramp......................................................... 0.39 miles
Merge onto US-281 N.......................................................................................................................4.84 miles
Turn left onto 10th St. (which becomes FM 1431) toward Kingsland................................................ 1.01 miles
Continue through Granite Shoals into Kingsland............................................................................ 11.37 miles
When in Kingsland, go to the first stop light and make a left (RR 2900). (Landmarks include Prosperity Bank
and HEB are on the corner where you turn.) Continue on RR 2900 past HEB for approximately ½ mile to Euel
Moore Dr. and make a left. (Landmarks include a road sign for Lighthouse Golf Course Country Club and
Mitchell’s Automotive which is where you turn left onto Euel Moore Dr. It is the last left you can make before
you go over the bridge.) If you go over the bridge, you’ve gone too far. We are located on the right and our
driveway is Melodie Ln. The office is at the end of the driveway on the right hand side.
Longhorn Resort

Corner of RR 2900 and Euel Moore Dr.
Kingsland, TX 78639
325-388-4343

DRIVING DIRECTIONS TO LONGHORN RESORT
FROM SAN ANTONIO TO KINGSLAND
Take US-281 North toward Johnson City/Marble Falls. When you get to Hwy 71, go west toward Llano. Continue on Hwy 71 West for about 12 miles and make a right at RR 2233 (the road sign will say Sunrise Beach/
Kingsland -- you can only turn right here). Continue on RR 2233 for about 3 miles then make a left onto RR
2900 toward Kingsland (you can only turn left here). Continue on RR 2900 for about 4 miles and go over the
Llano River bridge. Turn right at the first road which is Euel Moore Dr. We are located on the right and our
driveway is Melodie Ln. The office is at the end of the driveway on the right hand side.
DRIVING DIRECTIONS TO LONGHORN RESORT
FROM DALLAS/FT. WORTH TO KINGSLAND
Take I-35 south to Hwy 29 (Burnet/Llano). Continue on Hwy 29 and go past Buchanan Dam. When you get
to Hwy 1431 (stop sign), make a left to Kingsland.
Continue on Hwy 1431 and make a right at the second stop light (RR 2900). (Landmarks include Prosperity
Bank and HEB are on the corner where you turn.) Continue south on RR 2900 past HEB for approximately
½ mile to Euel Moore Dr. and make a left. (Landmarks include a road sign for Lighthouse Golf Course Country Club and Mitchell’s Automotive which is where you turn left onto Euel Moore Dr. It is the last left you can
make before you go over the bridge.) If you go over the bridge, you’ve gone too far. We are located on the
right and our driveway is Melodie Ln. The office is at the end of the driveway on the right hand side.
RSVP to: kingslandcoordinator@twff.net
Let us know where you are staying and if you will be eating the BBQ dinner with us on Saturday evening.
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Lydia Ann Fly Masters Tournament
benefitting Texas Casting for Recovery
Submitted by Susan Gaetz
This year’s Lydia Ann Fly Masters Tournament will be held Saturday, July
20 in Aransas Pass. This fun and friendly tourney is in its fourth year and
raises money for the Texas Casting for Recovery program.
There are kayak and boat divisions, a silent auction, and great prizes
for the top anglers in various divisions (including a Female Angler’s
Division!).
The tournament was started by Palmer Simpson in 2009, in honor of
his aunt who died of breast cancer. To date, the tournament has raised
more than $12,000 for CFR-Texas and breast cancer survivors!
Please see LAFM website for all the details.
http://www.lydiaannflymasters.com

Notice to Shoppers!
Next chance to purchase TWFF merchandise (shirts, hats, lanyards, and
flies) will be at our Kingsland outing June 7 – 9, 2013. Please see all the
wonderful TWFF items on page 9 from the last issue of this newsletter at:
http://www.twff.net/Newsletters/newletters/TWFF13_03.pdf
Be sure and check out the cool TWFF items and fill your fly box with flies
made specifically for our Texas waters.
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TWFF Bits

TWFF Raffle Quilt - Piece by Piece, submitted by
Kay Jackson

The TWFF quilting team has been busy as bees
piecing and sewing blocks for the TWFF raffle quilt. Our
deadline a few months way for completion, but at this
rate, we may be done sooner rather than later. Amazing
how an early spring can motivate everyone!
The quilt will be approximately twin size but can
also be used as a great lap quilt or to travel with to
TWFF outings. The center of quilt will feature a trout
surrounded by traditional blocks. The colors are nature’s
colors of greens, golds, browns, blues and grays-perfect
for most people’s décor.
Proceeds from the raffle tickets will be used to advance
TWFF’s support of Casting for Recovery.
Future Outings
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If anyone has traveled to Broken Bow recently and
found a Nissan Stainless travel tumbler with red lid
please contact Frances Estes or Pat at info@TWFF.net.
Houston Fly Fishing Film Tour, submitted by Nancy
Lappin
Even though only a few were able to go, I thought I’d
share with all, our outing to the Fly Fishing Film Tour.
A local fly shop had a nice reception with layout of
sandwiches, cheeses, crackers, desserts…and wine…
lots of wine…reds and whites..mmm good.
The film was interesting and world focused….but the
three of us thought more fishing was needed! The fly
shop had drawings for prizes and both Mary and Beverly
won! See photo… Mary won a sports bottle and small
box of flies….Beverly won the UV protecting shirt shown
in photo. I won lots of wine…which was free to all!
Photo taken at IFLY shop after film.

Our outing committee is actively working on 2014
schedule to provide us with some wonderful fishing
opportunities. We expect that there will be some tried
and true locations as well as some new venues to vie
for a favorite place in our scrapbook. The volunteers
working this committee are: Lori McElroy, Nancy Lappin,
Lauri Olson, Keira Quam, and Mary Rohrer. If you know
of a location that provides great fishing as well as the
available logistics to support our group, please let the
committee know by sending your recommendation to
Outingcommittee@TWFF.net”.
TWFF Communications

Studs for wading boots, submitted by Sheila Setter

Several folks asked Greg
about studs for wading boots
at the Glen Rose Outing. Here
is a photo of the bottom of his
boots. The star-shaped metal
studs work only on Simms
boots (they have the tread
required to hold the screws).
Other boots can be altered
Lost and Found
by simply attaching metal
screws. These studs work
Annette Blythe has lost her wadding staff during the
well on the granite out at the
Glen Rose outing. If any of you have come up with an
extra - please contact Annette or Pat at info@TWFF.net. Kingsland slab and our ladies
may wish to consider adding studs if they haven’t used
them before.
Sheila Setter has led an admirable effort to test a new
communication feature that may be adopted by TWFF. If
this continues to be as promising as it currently appears,
it will be presented at the next outing membership
meeting. Our goal is to have a quick and easy method
of communication between all TWFF members while still
providing the degree of safety that we require.
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Fly of the Day

Matt’s Llano Critter

Tied by Matt Bennett of Living Waters Fly Fishing
Hook: Tiemco 8089, Sizes 6-12
Thread: UTC 140 or Largartun 95 Denier, Tan
Eyes: Painted Lead, Gold, X-Small
Tail: Brown Barred Rabbit Zonker, Ginger
Collar: Remaining Zonker from tail, wrapped
Legs: Barred Nymph Sili Legs, Sand
Head: Senyo’s Lazer Dub – Tan for top, White for bottom
Cheeks: Senyo’s Lazer Dub, Rusty Bronze
For video instruction for tying this fly see:
http://livingwatersflyfishing.com/fly-tying-videos/?video=545

Pack, Vest, or Lanyard?
By Sheila Anderson
I envy the folks who can wear a lanyard. All they
need for fishing is in one hands-free location; tippet,
nippers, hemostats hanging around their neck ready
to use. I like to wear a necklace, but it has to weigh
next to nothing or I am bothered by it. That’s the
problem I have with the lanyard, my neck doesn’t
like to support the weight of it with all the tools
and accessories hanging from it. There are some
beautifully designed lanyards with custom ceramic or
wooden decorative beads in between the connectors
for fishing accessories. And they don’t cost a
fortune to purchase – I’d have one if I could wear it
comfortably. Greg Setter has made and donated
some beautifully handmade lanyards to TWFF and
Casting for Recovery. Maybe you’re lucky and possess

one of his custom lanyards.
Vests are pretty neat, I think all my fishing buddies
have one. Plenty of pockets to store all you could ever
need for a day of fishing including a fly box. (Come
to think of it, where do lanyard wearers keep their fly
box?) On a trout stream in cool weather I can wear my
vest, it’s a special Simms Joan Wulff women’s vest that
sold for a short time around ten years ago. My sister,
Kerri, has the same vest. She got her vest first and I
loved it so much I had to get my own. It’s too hot in
Texas for much of the fishing season for me to wear
a vest, however. Even a mesh vest can be too hot to
wear past noon in the summer heat.
Given the limitations I have with lanyards and vests,
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I have come to love my Fishpond Blue River Chest/
Lumbar Fishing Pack. It has everything I need, a main
storage compartment for fly boxes, leaders, floatant,
dry shake, split shot and leaders, plus a zip down fly
bench with replaceable foam and additional pockets
to store nippers, etc. The lumbar straps zip into the
back of the pack when not in use, but are very handy
when I’m carrying water and a landing net that add
weight when attached to the pack. I mostly use it as a
sling pack with its adjustable neck strap that can raise
the pack up higher when I wade in deeper water. I
have gotten it wet a few times and accidently ruined
a beautiful knife that became corroded when I waded
too deep once. In fact, the only limitation with my
current pack is it’s not waterproof.
Since my purchase several years ago, many new
packs have come to the market with various features.
Simms, Patagonia, William Joseph, Sage, and now
Fishpond make “waterproof” packs. I say that with a
caveat, where the zipper closes is the only place water
can get inside the bag. If you dip, but don’t submerge
these packs, items inside can stay dry. I’ve notice
that you may lose some compartmentalization with
waterproof bags, and the zippers are more difficult to
open and close. There may be an interior pocket, but
it seems to be cost prohibitive to manufacture them
with all the bells and whistles that regular wading
packs have.
Back to the regular wading packs: if there had been
the many diverse styles to choose from at the time of
my original purchase, it would have taken me much
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time and possibly multiple trips to explore and choose
the best pack for my needs. William Joseph has a
really cool magnetic pull down fly bench feature in
some of their packs, one I may own sometime in the
future. Sage has a new color line that just came out, a
change from their long time green color to a nice blue
color. Umpqua joined the market with a line of bags
this past season, and Simms has added new colors
and pattern to their packs. Patagonia and William
Joseph offer a true sling pack that I would like to try
out. It can be worn over either shoulder, so the pack
hangs in the back or the front depending where it is
most convenient to the fly fisher.
Each individual must make choices regarding their
equipment and accessory storage methods while
fly fishing. I have gone the route of the fishing pack
because it provides me with the storage I need for
my gear and flies, and it’s not too hot to use for most
of the fishing I do. If you decide to purchase a pack,
you will find waist and chest packs, as well as sling
packs. Try them on and adjust the straps for the best,
most comfortable fit. Use the zippers and the clips
so you can determine if they are conveniently placed
and easy to operate. They are not inexpensive to
purchase, so ask questions and do some basic internet
research before you spend your money. If decide to
use a pack, I hope your purchase is as satisfying as
mine has been.
Sheila Anderson with her fishing pack.

Sheila Anderson with her fishing pack.
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Thanks to Members and Friends of TWFF for all the donations,
hard work, support and love that has been given to
Texas Women Fly Fishers.
THANK YOU for helping TWFF to continue to grow!

www.cabelas.com

www.brokenbowchamber.com

www.Backwoods.com

PolarBearCoolers.com

chums.com

www.athenstx.org
Bill Sargeant
Eddie and Roberta, new owners
of Beaver Bend Fly Shop

www.mariner-sails.com
Kimble County Chamber of Commerce

www.junctiontexas.net
Flywater Angling Adventures

www.duanehada.com

stevehollensed@texoma.net

www.BTsFlyFishing.com

www.jimteeny.com

www.geargrabbar.com

888.425.1141
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Mark Your Calendar Now!!!
2013 TWFF Outings
TWFF
Coordinated
Outings

Month
June 7-9



Coordinators

Lindy Wilks, Frances Estes
N. Llano River, The
Slab at Kingsland, TX & Rozlynn Orr


July 26-28

Fly Tying and
Casting at Salado,
TX

Mary Aigner & Keira Quam

October 11-13

Saltwater at Port
Aransas, TX

Mary Rohrer

November 1-3

Blanco River at The
Blanco Settlement at
Blanco, TX

Karen Gebhardt

2013 TWFF Events
Month

TWFF
Event

Contact Person

May 11

World Championship
Bass Tournament
Lake Fork Marina, TX

Ted Warren

July 13

Lydia Ann Tournament
benefiting CFR,
Aransas Pass, TX

Susan Gaetz

October 18-20

Oktoberfisch hosted by
Fredericksburg Fly
Fishers, Junction, TX

Mary Rohrer

Next Fly Lines
Our next issue of this Newsletter will be out by the end of June. We are
really looking for articles for all to enjoy. Let us hear about your latest
adventures. Submissions are due by June 14, 2013.
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Contact Your TWFF Officers
President:

Pat Carlson

info@twff.net

1st VP of Fundraising:

Sharon Leissner

fundraising@twff.net

2nd VP
of Membership:

Nancy Lappin

membership@twff.net

Secretary:

Joyce Davis

secretary@twff.net

Treasurer:

Mary Kain

treasurer@twff.net

Trustees:

Vicki Andrews
Britta Hebert

Calling all writers,
photographers, and artists!
We are looking for stories,
articles, photographs, and
illustrations. If you’d like to
submit something for the
newsletter, please send it at
least three (3) weeks prior to the
upcoming publishing date.
E-mail:
newslettter@twff.net

Rozlynn Orr

trustees@twff.net

Past President:

Rozlynn Orr

Newsletter :

Lisa Bellar

newsletter@twff.net

Message Board
Mediator:

Mary Kain

pwinfo@twff.net

Webmaster:

Sheila Setter

webmaster@twff.net

If your personal email address changes, please contact: membership@twff.net.

TWFF Publishing Dates

2013 TWFF Newsletter publication dates:
Submissions guidelines: Please send text for newsletter articles in Word or the
body of an email. Attach photos independently of the text documents rather than
embedding them in your Word docs. Please also include photo captions or name
the photos to indicate captions. Any items received less than a week before the
publication date will not appear in that issue of the newsletter. Thank you!!!
Submissions due in by: 		
Publication date:
June 14			
June 28
August 30			
September 13
November 29			
December 13				

TWFF Advertising Rates
One
Issue

We’re on the Web!
See us at:
www.twff.net

Annual
(6 issues)

Swap/sell items–(members):

Free		

Text Ads (nonmembers):

$5/inch		

Business Cards (members):

$5.00

$25

Business Cards (others):

$7.50

$40

1/4 Page Display:

$20

$100

1/3 Page Display:

$30

$150

1/2 Page Display:

$35

$200

Full Page Display:

$50

All ads must be
prepaid. Ads with
graphics should be
submitted
electronically as
high-resolution JPG
files. Please send
your ad requests to
Lisa Bellar at
newsletter@twff.net
Thank-you!

